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BG News
Bowling Green State University

Wednesday

weather
Sunny. High in the mid
50s, low in the low 40s.
30 percent chance of
precipitation.

April 14, 1982

Students
practice
rifle skills
by Ron Hagler
assistant photo editor

An enormous effort is made to keep
the entire body rock solid.
Slowly the index finger squeezes
down on the rifle trigger.
After the weapon discharges, the
smell of gunpowder lingers and the
ring of the gunshot echoes through the
rifle range beneath Hayes Hall.
Some University students have
been firing .22 caliber rifles once each
week, sharpening their shooting skills
in a rifle marksmanship class, for
which they receive two credit hours.
Offered through the Military Science department, the course enrolls
90 students each quarter and teaches
the basics of firing a rifle with an
emphasis on weapons safety and
sport target shooting.
Suprisingly, most people who take
the course are not involved in the
ROTC program. Many students are
closed out of the course each quarter
because of the high student demand
for it, Captain James Coomler, one of
the course's instructors, said.
"Most people take it because it's a
new experience, something they want
to try, ne sairj.
The weapons used in the course are
.22 caliber target rifles. During the
quarter, students get a chance to use
.22 caliber pistols and have the opportunity to assemble and disassemble
the M-16, which is the main weapon of
the U.S. armed forces.
"I do a lot of shooting. This course
made me stop and realize a lot of
things that went into it that I took for
granted," David Barton, sophomore
labor relations, said.
Barton added he also appreciated
the emphasis on safety factors in the
course.
Women take part in the class every
quarter, and aside from a few problems that stem from their smaller
size, do as well as the male students.

Tim Brannan, sophomore accounting, takaa aim with tha halp of David Barton, sophomore labor relations, at part of a course in basic
rifle marksmanship.

BG News photo/Ron Hagler

Israeli move from Sinai continues as planned
TEL AVTV, Israel (AP) - Despite
sudden jitters in the Cabinet about
Israel's final withdrawal from the
Sinai, Prime Minister Menachem Begin voiced confidence yesterday that
the pullback would take place on
schedule.
Dismantling of Jewish settlements
in the peninsula went ahead at full
speed.
U.S. Deputy Secretary of State Walter Stoessel was due in Israel today on
a dual mission to clear up snags in the
final stages of the Israeli-Egyptian
peace treaty's implementation and to

head off fighting between Israel and
the Palestinians in Lebanon.
Widespread rioting in the Israelioccupied Arab territories has added
to tension over the past three days,
after a Jewish gunman's attack Sunday on Islam's sacred Dome of the
Rock. An American immigrant, Alan
Harry Goodman, was ordered held by
a Jerusalem court Monday for investigation of the attack that left two
dead and nine wounded.
Israeli troops shot and killed an 8year-old boy yesterday and wounded
19 other Palestinians who rioted over

INSIDE

Felder wins
Miss BGSU

Witness shot

A witness in a federal fraud
trial was shot to death in a New
York alley. Detail*, page 3.

Art on wheels
University student Gwen Fleitz
earns money for college by
customizing area vehicles. De
tails, page 4.

City signs off
ANTELOPE, Ore. (AP) - Old-time
residents who want to vote this
town off the Oregon map rather
than be taken over by followers of
an Indian guru are preparing for a
big going-out-of-busuiess party.
The Antelope City Council voted
last month to hold the emergency
election because it feared followers
of the Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh
would move enough adherents into
the town to take control in the
November general election and
then raise taxes so high it would
force other residents out.
Antelope had a population of 40 in
the last census, when the town was
populated mostly by retired people
and before the group of red-garbed
Rajneesh followers Wight a ranch
II miles away.
Although the town now has 74
registered voters (about 39 nonRaineesh), the commune has 174
registered voters and, under state
law. can move them into town,
register them as city residents and
vote, all on election day.

the attack on the Dome of the Rock
and later at the boy's funeral. Reliable Arab sources in Gaza said hundreds attended the boy's funeral last
night, rioting broke out and Israeli
soldiers shot two Arabs in the legs.
Ten other Arabs and four soldiers
were hit by stones earlier in the day.
THE U.N. SECURITY COUNCIL
called a meeting for yesterday afternoon to consider the Dome of the
Rock shooting, at Morocco's request.
The 43-nation Islamic Conference Organization called for a worldwide

Moslem strike to protest the shooting,
and 12 countries announced they
would heed the call, with at least
symbolic work stoppages.
Begins deputy prune minister, David Levy, sparked a wave of nervousness Monday by saying if Egyptian
violations of the peace treaty meant
Israel would delay its April 25 withdrawal from Sinai - which Israel
captured from Egypt in 1967 - "then
let it be delayed.
Israeli officials say Egypt has put
too many battalion headquarters in
one Sinai sector marked as a limited-

Haig
returns
Six-day conference leaves

Falklands struggle unresolved

by Jean Dlmeo
senior staff reporter

Many University women would
consider being crowned Miss
BGSU an honor in itself. But for
Aimee Felder, it was only one of
the many titles she received at the
finals of the Miss BGSU pageant
Friday.
Felder, a public relations major,
broke a contest record by being
named not only Miss BGSU but
also by winning_Miss Congeniality
and the Grand Talent award.
She also was the first freshman
and black to receive the title.
"I didn't even think about the
fact that I was the only black girl in
the pagaent because that doesn't
matter to me," she said.
FELDER SAID she entered the
pageant on the suggestion of her
dorm hall director, Mary Brennan,
who thought she would be a perfect
contestant.
Felder, who turned 19 yesterday,
attended the School of the Creative
and the Performing Arts in Cincinnati from sixth grade through high
school, where she majored in music/theater and minored in vocal
music and drama.
"The school offered a normal
curriculum, but it emphasized the
arts," she said.
She has been modeling for the
past four years for several clothing
stores in Cincinnati, she said. She

forces zone in the treaty, and Begin
BUT BEGIN, in newspaper intercriticized a speech by Egyptian Am- views at the end of the week-long
bassador Ismet Abdel Meguid at a Passover holiday, said his governnon-aligned conference last week in ment had not decided on any delay.
Kuwait. In a Maariv newspaper inter- "No, no. I am also a minister in the
view, he said it was a hostile speech Cabinet and no decision has been
that included points not mentioned in taken to delay the withdrawal," Maathe Camp David accords.
riv quoted him as saying.
He repeated claims that Egypt was
Defense Minister Ariel Sharon was violating terms of the peace treaty
quoted as saying in an Israel Tele- and said he had asked Secretary of
vision interview to be aired Friday State Alexander Haig to come and
night that he would propose delaying settle the matter, but Haig was busy
the withdrawal if the alleged viola- with the Britain-Argentina crisis and
tions were not rectified.
was sending his top deputy instead.

also was chairperson of the stores'
teen boards, assisting buyers in
their duties and supervising other
models.
"WHEN I GO HOME for breaks,
I still help some of the buyers," she
added.
Two years ago, Felder co-starred
in "Melinda's Blind," a Young
People's Special for TV. "I got the

part through the school," she said.
Felder is a member of the Collegiates and the University women's
chorus and just received a part in
the University production of the
musical "Pippin."
"I plan to try out for as many
parts as possible, but I'd never
major in the theater because of the
intense competition," she said.
see PAGEANT page 3

LONDON (AP) - U.S. Secretary of
But the junta member, air force
State Alexander Haig broke off a six- commander Gen. Basilio Lami Dozo,
day diplomatic shuttle yesterday and reasserted Argentina's determination
flew home to tell President Reagan to fight for the Falklands, called the
about unspecified "new ideas" for Malvinas by the Argentines.
averting a British-Argentine war over
Haig began his shuttle last Thursthe Falkland Islands.
day in a bid to defuse the looming
Haig said he would resume his conflict over the Falklands. The ispeace mission soon, returning to the land group, held by the British for 149
Argentine capital of Buenos Aires.
years but long claimed by Argentina,
But he sounded a note of growing lies 250 miles off the Argentine coast
anxiety as Britain and Argentina re- and is populated by 1,800 British-demained in apparent deadlock over scended sneepherders.
which country s flag will fly in the
After meeting with British leaders
South Atlantic archipelago.
here late last week, Haig conferred
"The whole situation ... is danger- with the Argentines in Buenos Aires
ous and increasingly so. Therefore, over the weekend and then returned
there is great urgency to find a politi- to London.
cal solution." Haig said after his
HE HAD PLANNED to leave for
latest round of talks with British
Buenos Aires again Monday night
officials.
In the Atlantic, a British naval force after day-long talks with British
of some 40 ships continued its south- Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher.
ward course toward the disputed is- But, he acknowledged to reporters
lands, now just a week's sail away. yesterday, "difficulties developed to
The Argentines made no effort to change those plans."
Haig refused to describe himself as
challenge the British 200-mile naval
blockade of the islands, begun Sunday pessimistic or optimistic, adding:
We have now received some new
IS. OFFICIALS said in Washing- ideas. While the parties are considton that the Soviet Union is giving ering these ideas, H will provide an
Argentina satellite and other intelli- opportunity for me to return to Washgence information on the movements ington to report to President Reagan
of the British armada.
prior to proceeding on to Buenos Aires
A member of Argentina's governing shortly.*
military junta, whose forces occupied
At U.N. headquarters, Argentina
the desolate ocean territory April 2. informed the Security Council it is
told reporters in Buenos Aires that prepared to withdraw its forces from
"there are still some roads to ex- the Falklands, as the Council has
Elore" in seeking a diplomatic solu- demanded, if the British halt their
on to the dispute.
naval expedition against the islands.
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BG students live quite well, really Editor explains
news selection
policy to Greeks
I am English and I have been wotting at BGSU for some months. Before
I return home to enlist in the expeditionary force bound for the Falkland
Islands, I would like to offer these
observations on the differences that
exist between the character of the
BGSU student and that of his English
counterpart

Focus

by Stephen R. Harrison
When I arrived here in September I
was surprised and a little shocked by
the sheer happpiness of the young
Americans. I was even more taken
aback by the cordial relations which
flourished between the student and
the general population. Amazingly
the citizens of Bowling Green actually
appeared to like their guests.
This was certainly not what I was
accustomed to, for in England the
student is a social pariah, a refugee
from the mainsteam. In Bowling
Green, the BGSU logo is worn with
pride. In England to openly announce
that one attends University is an act
of folly equivalent to a white man
taking his constitutional on the streets
of Harlem at two in the morning.
Why is there such a marked difference in attitude toward the student?
Well I'm afraid it's all down to money.
You Americans pay for your own
higher education by various methods;
we English do not. Our government
pays all our tuition and living expenses. Yes, English students receive
a free education but the minute they
enter the University they become the
target for the irate taxpayer who
Srceives them as a wasteful, useless
ain upon his hard earned resources.
In short the student is blamed for
every national catastrophe since the
Black Death.
The ridiculed and abused students
have assumed the characteristics of
an oppressed underclass. Rarely do
they venture far from the sanctuary of
the campus. In Manchester, where I
study, you may sometimes see a
solitary student sitting in sex maniacinfested Piccadilly Gardens in the
city center. He will be huddled on a
park bench sipping soda thru a broken
straw. But at first sight of a member
of the general public, he will dart into
the bushes and there remain until the
danger is passed.

The student is easily identifiable for mini skirts. The men rarely bother to
he has adopted the sartorialappear- dress at all, preferring rather to reance of the outcast. All clothing is main in bed all day.
purchased from thrift shops - we call
They are, on the whole, an inert
these Oxfam stores. Only the most bunch. Whereas in Bowling Green the
decrepit garments are chosen. If a emphasis is on athleticism, few Enreasonably smart suit is bought, it is glish students would dream of making
immediately taken to the laundrette the trek across the living room to turn
to be placed in the spin dryer until it is off the television unless it was absolubattered beyond recognizable shape tely necessary.
and form. Trousers must be either
three sizes too big or three sizes too
In B.G., most people above the age
small.
of twelve weigh over 200 pounds. The
males here have bigger chests than
Here in the U.S. the high self-es- the women, and most walk around as
teem and confidence of the student is if they have a painful abscess in each
manifested in the Preppy style fash- armpit. In England, however, stuions. In England, the negative self- dents are starved to perfection by
image is expressed in the form of the adhering to a strict diet of corn flakes
Oxfam chic. The emphasis is placed and water and handfulls of Pro-Plus
rl looking as degenerate as possi- appetite depressant pills. The only
Girls crop their hair to the scalp equivalent we have of a fraternity
to emulate the coiffure of a Nazi house in Manchester is the ward in the
deathcamp inmate. Or they wear it city hospital that has been designated
long, unkempt, unwashed and multi- to victims of anorexia nervosa.
colored. They dress in men's clothing
I leave for England in two weeks
unless they nave extremely thin or time and I regard my return with
mis-shapen legs and then they wear some trepidation. I don't think I look

like an English student anymore. Last
September I weighed 135 pounds and I
had to convince most Americans that
this was quite normal and that I
wasn't suffering from terminal cancer. I have since gained 12 pounds
and. by English standards, I am positively obese. My spots, which took me
two years to cultivate, are practically
gone, my teeth are no longer yellow
and decaying pieces of chalk for they
now shine like piano keys. Gone is my
deathly pallor and my tubercular
cough. I will be ostracized by my
former friends, an outcast amongst
outcasts, flotsam amidst the jetsam,
a none-person. I shall have to learn,
again, the art of provoking revulsion
in all who meet me. Either that or get
a job and at last enjoy the luxury of
lambasting those lazy, good for nothing, obnoxious, non-productive University bums.

Stephen R. Harrison is from Lytham, Lancashire, and will be returning to the University of Manchester
later this week.

Wffi**

Tribwe

To the University Greek System:
In the past, there has been more than enough bad blood between
this publication and the Greeks on campus. As with any prejudice,
these feelings evolved through many incidents over a long period of
time. The bad feelings have come through what you feel has been a
biased representation of Greeks in the News.
Those feelings are not without some justification. The News has
been quick to report scandals within the Greek system and
justifiably so, because that is news. But we often have relegated
many positive actions by the Greek System to our sister publication, the Gavel, which did not publish Winter quarter.
The Gavel is a Greek Life publication, which covers many events
the News has neither the tune nor space to accomodate. But too
often the Gavel has provided an easy excuse for the News to not
cover many Greek events.
The Greeks represent 20 percent of this campus' population.
They are the largest source of charitable contributions among
student groups on this campus. The University's Intrafraternity
Council recently was named as the most outstanding IFC in this
region of the country. Yet they have received far less coverage,
relative to their size - outside of the Pi Kappa Alpha and Phi Delta
Theta incidents - than any other group on campus.
While I am editor of the News, we will attempt to provide broader
coverage of all newsworthy activities. Events will be determined
as newsworthy by myself and my managing and news editors. We
cannot, because of obvious space limitations, report all fundraising and public relations activities sponsored by any organization on this campus. But we will make a legitimate effort not to
miss important activities or other newsworthy events dealing with
the Greek system or any other campus organization.
Before you write off this policy as the same rhetoric you have
heard in the past, give the new staff a chance to prove you wrong.
The bad blood between the News and the Greeks did not originate
overnight. Neither can it be alleviated overnight.
Tracy Collins
editor
This letter reflects the policy opinion of the editor of the BG News.
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LE TTERS
$1.50 for a beer and $2.00 or more for a
mixed drink. Compare those prices to
the various specials around town at
the local bars, i.e. $2.00 pitchers at
Spring is finally here. The warm Mark's on Wednesdays, 2 for 1 all
temperatures, the flowers starting to night at Uptown on Wednesdays,
bloom, and the leaves appearing on Happy Hours at nearly all bars daily
the trees. Ok, maybe there is 6-8 ana you can see for yourself that
inches of snow on the ground and the people at BGSU have it a lot better
temperatures are in the low 30s. Ok, here than they do in the real world.
maybe you have just had the worst Ok, so you don't go to bars so you
week of your life trying to add classes can't appreciate that particular point.
and get closed course cards. Ok, you How about a University-provided
had to spend 80 dollars on books that service that practically everyone uses
Sou know you will only get 23 dollars at one time or another, FACT LINE?
ack for at the end of the quarter. Ok, Sure, sometimes it is difficult to get
maybe you are upset over the selec- through, but when you do, 9.9 times
tion process of the new President of out of 10 they are going to have the
BGSU. Ok. maybe the students should right answer for you, quickly.
have Good Friday off. So what is the
I know what you are saying out
point of this letter? Just this: Spring there, "What does this have to do with
is a time of optimism. It is too easy to anything?" Well, not much. But there
find things that you don't like about is a point that should be semi-obvious.
this University. The funny thing is, Any situation can be looked at either
though, that it is even easier to find positively or negatively. I, for one,am
nice things about BGSU and the com- not too pleased with 6-8 inches of snow
munity.
in April. But I did get out of my 3
For example, at the Union you can hours of class Tuesday morning.
Set a single-scoop ice cream cone for Spring is the time of year to start
) cents. That is the best deal in town, thinking positively again. So the next
possibly the state. Baskin Robbins is time the weather or administrative
going to run you 48-55 cents for the red tape starts to get you down, take
same cone. So you want to get a little time out to think of all the nice things
exercise in before that summer job BGSU has to offer you, and you will
rolls around, where better to go than feel a lot better.
the Rec Center? Or maybe you could
loin an intermural softball team or
Jo* Koury
OCMB 2918
the rugby club. There are countless
numbers of opportunities to get out in
the fresh air and have fun that is Most basic civil right
offered through the University that Is the right to life
might not be so easy to find once you
hi these days of great concern with
are out in the real world.
And speaking of the real world, how Civil Rights, many persons anxious to
many of you went to a bar in your maintain fundamental rights of citihometown and found out they wanted zens have often failed to think through
the implications of some ideas advocated in the name of these rights, and
STAFF
fdMdr
Tnjcy CoH.n.
have therby actually undermined
tor
Kyla**lvar»
what is perhaps the most basic right
I IdHar
DoutoJ fcdwotn
of all - the Right to Life itself.
»
.MHinnaanor
In a thought-provoking study, WhatIdirii MHar
unwinnuw
»w*wan*ar
ever Happened to the Human Race?,
ft»»UH»
Oaaa «l»>llir
Francis Schaeffer and the new Surfdtoarkd Mm
Ddrtd Sddftar
geon General, C. Everett Koop, M.D.,
HMUMr
Martoyidacli
nave called into serious question the
C«|iM>
.Marytdma.
Car •*•"
.Cm*r* n*—m
rulings of the Supreme Court of the
fddtoto. MNw
0~* OH**—
United States in the matter of aborW.Walm.M.
w>M<
tion. It is their contention that the
highest court of the land has shifted
Tha tG Maura to aublllnad dady Tmiday ito**i frtday
during •♦*• KlJlwIr yddr and miiffcty uuilna luwnaar *•«
from a Christian basis for law, which
ulam by th» ■sard «l litodant PuMcvKww ol aowllnt
emphasizes the value of the individual
GfMfi **»*» Itotonpratoy.
person, to a sociological base and
OplHIIHI ■■■
d »V lahaiaitodl da nat I'llclliaiHy
thereby has actually overruled the
raHact rHa ophitow of Thd tO Maw,
Tha SO Maw, and buwHna &*« Mold UnKdnny or*
will and moral judgments of a major•dual ddy—lwitl, iindliiii'i and da ndt djiiilmlwaia at
ity of the people. In recognizing legalized abortion, the court has destroyed
IK. to Maw. -dl «al accaai ad.acimna rHa. to li■-■<
the conception of the soundness of
dtoiiliiiliialai, <iplf | I-'" *"-|-- ■*-'—■--*
»aaa.iianiiialarto»n.
human life in general and of chilcapytldta l«B by Tha bC Ndwi AM rtojhJa rdaaruad
dren's life in particular.
tdtoonol and htolnaM OfKtat
In the denumanization of life,
HMUaMdnWyHaa
Schaeffer and Koop believe that aborbanana Graan ttoto Untvanlty
bo-Una, Oan. Onto, UaM
tion is the first and crucial issue. By
Phdnd. (4I«) Sn 2*01
the court's invalidation of the regulaMaura: aa-av f» S »." afanday NVaufti rrtofay
tions of abortion in every state in the

Bowling Green Spring
offers many benefits

JNMMW

United States, a human life as life has
less protection in the United States
today than in any other country of the
Western world. Not only are normal
fetuses deprived of the chance for life,
but the same disregard of human
values carries over into the child
abuse that statistics show has grown
remarkably. Many who are ready to
spend millions to aid the handicapped
and to save children bom with birth
defects are yet illogically ready to kill
perfectly normal children tefore they
are bom - even though no one can yet
say with certainty at what point a
developing fetus becomes able to live.
In the judgement of Mr. Schaeffer and
Dr. Koop, the justices of the Supreme
Court have gone beyond their function
and the incompetence, (sic, ed.) in
ruling against the right to life of
human beings who have merely not
yet been naturally born.
Why does our society throw away
these children? What is the justification of this waste of human life?
According to Melody Green, non-theraputic abortion has become the second most common surgical procedure
after circumcision - an operation
performed not to insure life or health
of the woman, but merely to yield to
her desire for convenience, and socalled "happiness." According to this
authority, Doctors perform 1.2 million
abortions per year - one for every 2.8
live births. Abortion has become a
new form of birth control, but, unlike
true birth control, it stops a life that
has already begun. Again we ask the
reason for this tragic waste.
I want to call your attention to a few
points made by Melody Green in her
pamphlet entitled Children - Things
we Throw Away?:... Please don't
do something that you will regret for
the rest of your life. Don't destroy
something that isn't yours. That baby
belongs to God, even though it may be
in your womb. You can be a lifegiver
or you can commit a crime thai will
remain on your conscience the rest of
your life! ABORTION IS MURDER and no matter what anybody tells you,
you will not "just forget about it.''
My heart is so heavily burdened
with this topic because I have a deep
love for God and a compassion for the
souls of mankind, especially for
young women who sometimes are
confused by the many false prophets
around them.
What is happening to the human
race? Are we Rising the value of the
human life? When one man destroys
another's rights, does he not also in
effect destroy his own rights? As
citizens we need to re-evaluate the
implications of some ideas advocated
in the name of rights, specifically the
right to life.
A man sitting in judgment sa
that another human race can be el
nated while in the womb, does he not
remember that he too came from the

womb? What right, therefore, does he
have to live? Isn't he just as vulnerable to being deprived of, as the being
in the womb? where is his compassion for the human race? It is gone.
Let us not lose our compassion for
one another, for we all are created in
the image and likeness of God. As His
created beings, our responsibility is to
submit to Him. He tells us to respect
life, to love our neighbor as ourselves.
I have Melody Green's pamphlet
available for anyone who might be
interested at no cost.
John B««ch
335 Otrby Aye.

Religious holidays are
too numerous to honor
Why doesn't the University honor
Good Friday? For the same reason it
does not honor Jewish, Islamic, or for
that matter, Zoroastriac or Druid,
holidays. The point is that the administration cannot honor a request for a
restricted schedule on the basis of a
religious holiday - people of other
faiths would ask for the same consideration (and rightly so). Conceivably,
a scenario could develop where BGSU
students have several days off a
month in honor of various religious
holidays. And what about agnostics,

atheists or those who have no religious affiliations? They would be
forced to follow guidelines with which
they have no concern whatsoever.
In addition, BGSU is an educational
institution, not a religious one. If you
feel so strongly about your faith,
perhaps you should consider attending another university where everyone feels as you do.
No one is denying you your religious
freedom, but consider how your actions may affect others. If you feel
that you must observe Good Friday,
simply do not go to class. But please
do not have the ill manners to impose
your beliefs and wishes upon people of
different faiths or those who could not
care less.
Rick Pattay
OCMB 4109

Cliche-ridden column
not writer's cup of tea
Usually I don't flinch at cliches,
especially when I find them in the
pages of a newspaper - what with the
crush of deadlines and all. But the
bevy of trite phases Editor Tracy
Collins uses while fretting over the
skepticism of those confronted with
facts about Paul Olscamp is startling

(University Focus, April 7).
Witness a partial list: "rumors in
hand;" "virtually no stone unturned;" "hatchetman;" "sporting a
fine record;" "fallen prey;''and the
classic "hook, line, and sinker."
I'm no expert in these matters, but I
expect Editor Collins has heard what
I have in (perhaps too few) classes:
avoid the hackneyed expression;
show some originality when turning a
phrase. Since he affixes his name to
each issue of this paper, it's hard to
imagine why he doesn't.
David Farkaa
203R South Mapla

RESPOND
The BG News would like to print
your comments regarding
something in The News or anything
of interest to the campus and
community.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Please include
your address and phone number
for verification.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
106 University Hall
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Fraud witness found shot day after attempted abduction
NEW YORK (AP) - A witness in a
federal fraud probe was found shot to
death in an alley yesterday, one day
after she was abducted from a rooftop
garage by a gunman who killed three
CBS employees when they tried to
help her.
Police also said a friend and coworker of the dead woman had been
missing for more than three months
and was possibly a fifth victim of the
killer.
The dead woman, Margaret Barbera, 34, of Queens, and the missing
woman, Jenny Sue Chin, 46, of Tea-

neck, N.J., both worked at the Candor
Diamond Corp. at 15 W. 45th St. in
Manhattan. Trie firm, owned by Irwin
Margolies of Scarsdale, was forced
into bankruptcy last year.
In a court deposition filed last November. Margolies' lawyer, Henry
Oestereicher, said Margolies owned
four pistols and had once threated to
"kill her (Barbera) or break every
bone in her body."
Barbera's body was found yesterday morning face down in a lower
Manhattan alley with a gunshot
wound to the back of her head. Police

said she had been abducted in a van
from the West Side parking lot where
the CBS employees were chased down
and executed one by one Monday
evening.
A DOCUMENT RELEASED yesterday by the U.S. attorney's office
said Barbera had admitted on March
29 to participating in a conspiracy to
defraud the John P. Maguire Co., a
Manhattan finance company.
Under a plea bargaining
agreement, she had agreed to cooperate with the government investigation
of Candor.

"The results of our investigation
are being turned over to New York
police for use in their homicide investigation," Valiquette said.
He describee] the FBI probe as "a
white collar crime type investigation
involving accounting methods, that
kind of thing."
THERE WERE ALLEGATIONS of
a misuse of "a sizable amount of
money" by the company, he said. He
added that the investigation was not
linked to any organized crime probe.
Deputy Police Commisssioner Alice
McGulion said the three CBS employ-

ees had happened upon an "abduction
or altercation" as they walked to their
cars in a parking garage above a pier
on the Hudson River at 54th Street.
The lot, on the roof of the Port
Authority passenger terminal, is near
the CBS Broadcast Center at 57th
Street and 11th Avenue.
The dead men, all long-time CBS
employees, were identified as Leo A.
Kuranuki, 54, of Great Neck and Edward M. Benford, 55, of Hawthorne,
N.J., both technical services managers, and Robert W. Schulze, 58, a
technician, of Clifton, N.J.

Plane crash in eastern Turkey kills 27 Americans
ANKARA, Turkey (AP) - All 27
Americans aboard a U.S. Air Force
transport were killed yesterday when
the plane exploded in the air, burst
into flames and crashed in mountainous eastern Turkey, a Turkish military spokesman said.
The cause of the crash, some 250
miles west of the Soviet border, was
not immediately known.
The spokesman said the C-130
crashed 55 miles west of the city of
Erzincan, near the village of Gevencik, and that there were no survivors.

Pageant
. . . from Page 1

SHE WILL be featured in the Pro
spective Students Handbook for 1983.
This summer, she will be a freshman
orientation leader and a resident adviser in Founders Quadrangle in the
fall.
Felder submitted her application
for the pageant and attentea the three
information meetings a few weeks
before spring break, she said.
"Once you gave your $50
sponsorship fee and came to the meet-

Tactical Airlift Wing at Dyess.
In March 1980 Turkey and the
United States signed a five-year
agreement under which the United
States was allowed to have 12 military
installations in Turkey, including two
to monitor Soviet nuclear tests.
The Pentagon currently lists seven
bases and stations in Turkey for the
U.S. Air Force and Army. It does not
include what it describes as minor
properties such as radar stations.
Many of the sites are believed used to
spy on Soviet military activity.

ings after the break, they really knew
you were interested," she said, adding that some girls dropped out of
the pageant after break.
Mock interviews, information meetings and talent rehearsals began the
first week of the quarter. The semifinals and finals were held two weeks
later, she said. "All of this happened
so fast."
FELDER SAID 18 girls entered the
pageant, all of whom participated in
swimsuit and evening gown competi-

tion, talent competion and the interviewing process.
"Half of the girls performed their
talent while the other half participated in the swimsuit and evening
gown competition on Wednesday
(April 7)," she said, adding that the
procedure reversed Thursday.
Felder said she competed in the
swimsuit and evening gown competition Wednesday, was interviewed by
state-approved judges Thursday
morning and sang in the talent seg-

ment Thursday night.
Felder said she chose to sing Be A
Lion from the broadway musical
"The Wiz" for the talent segment
because it carries a message of courage and determination to her.

"It didn't register when they anFriday night when the top 10 finalists
were announced at the begining of the nounced my name for Miss Congeprogram, she said, adding that the niality, but when they announced it
finalists then repeated all the seg- for talent, too, I really couldn't believe it."
ments.

"SOME OF THE JUDGES and
members of the audience told me
afterwards that the song brought
tears to their eyes," Felder said.

Miss Congeniality was voted by the
contestents for the girl who exhibited
the most enthusiasm and spirit and
the Grand Talent award was given by
the judges to the girl who received the
highest score in the talent area,
Felder said.
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All of the contestents were present

There are 8,500 ROTC scholarships
available this year, compared to 6,500
last year, rather than 85,000, as was
erroneously reported in The News
yesterday.

"Rappin' with the Dean," today from
4-6:00 p.m. in the Campus Room of the
University union. These sessions present an opportunity for students of the
college to talk with Dean Mary Miles
about various problems facing the
Students enrolled in the College of college, including budget cuts and job
Health and Community Services, or opportunities in health and commuthose contemplating enrolling in the nity services.
college, are invited to a session called

HAVE You Signed up

is looking for a

for the

SALES STAFF
COMMISSIONS PAID

Spacious two bedroom, furnished apartments for
'82-'83 school year. Gas heat and cooking paid.
(Residents pay electric only.) Central air conditioning, close to campus, stores and movie
theaters.
Three and four person rates still
available. CALL NOW!

TR1ATHALON

Sign-Ups

have been extended

Wednesday April 14 at 7:30

You now have until

in the KEY Office
310 Student Services. 372-0086

April 30

MARK IT DOWN!

M

'Apt. Complexes

"Houses

'Efficiencies

furnished or unfurnished
Phone: 352-9378
9:00-4:30 Mon-Fri

SAVE $5.00 Partial Perm (Rag $25)
Partial Facial- (Rag. $18)
Ful Coloring (Rag. $22)
SAVE $2.50 Shampoo. Haircut.
* Styling (Rag. $14)

Command Performance
The Hairstyling Place
1060 N. Main
352-6516

Take the Trail
to fitness
The BGSU Fitness Trail

Saturday, April 17
2 mile or 6.2 mile

Urn

PIEDMONT APTS - HAVEN HOUSE

SAVE $7.50 Ful Perm (Rag. $36)
Complete Facial"
S30)
Ful Froetlng (Rag. $36)

Wendy's - Chi Omega
Give Your Saturday
To Sunshine"
Mini-Marathon

City:.

NOW RENTING

Otter good ./coupon In Totoo 4 Bownno. QAHH
mon.l~liV»W bo! not UUMMr
■PKHI oHmordaoounla Urn* I coupon
par am MM -SMn Can nMMi
only m Norm Toara Squaia

405
STUDENT
SERVICES

Addreu.

|

Most beauty services now available at lower prices
with this coupon — and you may combine different
kinds in single salon visit for savings up to $15

JUST sign and mail the form below.
We will get in touch with you.
Thank you for Helping.

H you ore representing o
residenca hall, sorority, or fraternity
plaoaa trtdicota which onm:

835 High St.
Rental Office Located at the
New Cherrywood Health Spa

It's Spring! Do something nice for yourself!
Save up to $15 on a new hairstyle & facial!

Elections for USG officers are May 4 & 5, 1982. People to
man the Polls on these days are needed. The USG needs
your support to continue to accomplish its many new
goals, for you the students.

10:00 a.m.

AFTER THE JUDGES announced
the first four runner-ups, Felder said
she thought "Oh well, there is always
next year.
"But when they announced my
name, I didn't know whether to faint
or die.

! I Preferred Properties!

BIG EVENT?

Well You Are in Luck

Sales Meeting

THE UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT GOV'T
NEEDS YOU!!!

PHONE:

Correction

supply run to VS. military personnel
based in eastern Turkey.
HE SAID it took off from the city of
Erzurum and was to stop at Erzincan,
280 miles east of Ankara, before proceeding to its final destination at
Incirlik.
He said an American rescue team
was flown from Incirlik to the crash
site.
The C-130 cargo plane was on duty
in Europe from its home base at
Dyess Air Force base near Abilene,
Tex. It was attached to the 463rd

1520 Clough St. - Rental Office
Phone 352-0164

ADDRESS;

SULLIVAN SAID a witness who had
scrambled under a car unnoticed by
the gunman told police the victims
had seen the gunman struggling with
the woman and trying to force her into
a white van.
As they approached, the gunman
asked the men, "What did you see?"
and shot one of them at point-blank
range in the back of the head.

He said Turkish rescue teams had
been sent to the crash site. All the
victims were believed to be military
personnel, he reported.
U.S. officials at first said 28 people
were aboard the C-130, including civilian Pentagon employees.
But later, an American military
spokesman at the NATO airbase at
Incirlik in southern Turkey said there
were 10 crew members and 17 passengers aboard the plane. He made no
specific mention of civilians.
He said the plane was on a routine

•University Village Apartments:
■University Court Apartments '

NAME

"The entire organization is shocked
and grieved," said James Rosenfield,
executive vice president of CBS
Broadcast Group.

10:30 a.m.
(circle one)

flaces begin at Student Services Bldg.
$3.00 Entry Fee
Register today thru Friday In the Union or
from 8-10 ajn. the day of the race

f

Opening Ceremony
April 15,4:00 p.m.

Introductory Session
April 19-23 12:15-1:15
.5:15-6:15

Enjoy outdoor fitness that is self-guided and self-paced
on the BGSU fitness trail. The Trail combines the cardiovascular benefits of running its 1.75 mile paved jogging trail with the strength gain possible through eighteen exercise stations along the trail. The Fitness Trail
offers three course lengths, eighteen different activity
stations and an intensity of nine differing degrees.
Located on the eastern edge of the BGSU campus with
the start and finish adjacent to the Ice Arena, the
Fitness Trail offers some privacy in your personalized
fitness program. The Fitness Trail is open for use from
dawn to dusk daily and may be used by people of all
ages and levels of fitness. For more information call
372-2711.

Student
Rec Center

By registering lor this raca I waive and releaee any and all rights and claims lor damages that I may have against the
organization holding mie marathon tor any and al infuriea suffered by me in this marathon I attest and certify thai I am
physicaly til and sufficiently trained lor competition m distance runs

Slgnature____

•"SST"
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Customizing cars brings satisfaction to artist

Student finds her niche painting autos,vans
by Marilyn Rosinskl
staff reporter

The detailed landscape on the side of a van can be a
work of art. Precise sniping accenting the detail of a
Trans Am also can be a masterpiece.
The steel sides of cars and vans are not the usual
medium used by an artist to create works worthy of art
museums. And it was not through painting vans that
University student Gwen Fleitz said she expected to gain
immortality in her art career.
Fleitz, a junior art therapy major, said she thought she
had worked with every conceiveable medium available
until now.
Now, she's earning money for college by customizing
vehicles.
Her only previous experience with the air brush, a tool
used to paint cars, was three years ago in her high school
art class at Notre Dame Academy in Toledo. That air
brush work was experimental, using paper as the medium, she said.
Through her art classes. Fleitz has learned different
brush techniques that she has transferred to decorating
cars.
"LEARNING how to adapt because you have to" is the
most important lesson Fleitz said she used for the
transition.
But she has transferred that skill so well that her

reputation for precision, coupled with creativity, has led
to 16 commissions in the past two years.
Her first paint job was striping and lettering the newly
painted car of her sister's boyfriend. He didn't want to
use the customary metallic tape, because it chips and
peels easily after a short period.
"He knew I was an artist, and asked if I would do the
work as a favor to him," Fleitz said.
That first job was executed with much trepidation, she
said.
She practiced first on cardboard and then on scrap
metal car doors, taking more than three hours to test her
technique because applying paint to a car allows an
artist only one chance, she said.
"ANYTHING that goes on has to stay on or be sanded
off," Fleitz said. So precision is vital, she said
When she finally felt ready to start, many of the
employees at Pastorek's Body Shop, where she does
most of her work, stopped what they were doing to watch.
"Joe Pastorek (one of the shop owners) stood over my
shoulder. That made me nervous. But I did it!" she said.
It took about four hours to complete the job, but part of
that was the five-minute breaks she took between painting each letter to steady her arm, she said.
You literally have to see (in your mind's eye) what
you're doing, envision it there and then hold your
breath," she said.
"You have to have a steady hand and my hand isn't

always steady. I about passed out from holding my
breath," she said.
Some customers who came to have body restoration
work done on their vehicles saw one of the cars she
painted at the body shop and requested painting.
When the first outside customer said he wanted Fleitz
to paint his car, Pastorek set up strict guidelines. The job
would be paid for by cash in advance, with the tee
established by Pastorek. There would be no guarantee of
the work, and Fleitz would not be responsible. And, if the
customer wanted the work removed, he would have to
pay the body shop rates.
ALL THESE details were completed before Pastorek
even approached Fleitz and finally convinced her.
"If mat was my car I wouldn't have accepted those
stipulations," she said. But the customer did and Pastorek assured him there was no one else in the area who
would do this kind of work.
She met with the customer, who explained to her the
detail he wanted, including dual stripes, accents on the
spoilers and additional detail work on his Camaro.
The customer was pleased with her work and told his
friends, she said.
Sometimes she accepts jobs that take her skills beyond
painting techniques, she said. One of her potential

customers envisioned a desert scene complete with
howling coyotes and fat cactii on the hood of his Scirocco.
"I knew my mind's picture of what he wanted and what
he actually wanted was different. So we took a whole
evening where he described in detail what he saw while I
drew,' she said.
Her drawing of his vision evolved.
"I WILL not take a job I do not like," she said. She first
meets with the customer and analyzes the project before
accepting the commission - the prerogative of an artist.
"What a customer wants has to appeal to me. If it
doesn't appeal to me, then I won't do my best," Fleitz
said.
And while her masterpieces may not be on display in
museums, the vehicles she has customized have been
requested for auto shows such as the annual event at the
Indianapolis Speedway.
She painted the detail work on the Ford Motor Division's custom stock race car sponsored by Donaldson
Ford, Toledo. The Boss 302 Mustang, designated a
collectors' item, is entered in hot rod association contests
and stock car races.
Fleitz felt a special sense of pride in her accomplishment when the car and its tour was featured in Car Craft
Magazine, ,
"I'm talented when I want to be," she said, "but I have
to be motivated to work at it or I don't do well."

/Yew Toledo loop bus system creates bewilderment for riders
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) - Bus riders in Toledo say they
like the city's mass transit but that a new $8 million
"loop" system has them guessing where to wait and how
to hop a bus 200 feet away.
"I[ just
lust don't understand it," said a weary Linda Pate,
22, as she waited yesterday for a bus home. "I've been
standing here for a half an hour, and I can't find my
bus."
Her friend, 15-year-old Yolanda Phill, said she doesn't
like the new system, which has switched locations for

catching the buses, limited boarding time to a single
brief stop and created bus lanes that snarl traffic turning
right.
Bus riders, many of them elderly, say they will get
used to the new system sooner or later.
The "loop" includes free buses that circle the several
blocks of downtown streets that most mass transit traffic
moves on, carting passengers from one stop to another.
Buses formerly traveled over a 12-square-block section
of the downtown, but that travel is now more limited.

LEASE NOW

NONE OF THE FIVE transit stations has been completed. Riders share space on the curb with construction
workers and pedestrians.

for Best Selection

Insure Yourself!

Luther III Apartments
733-755-777
2 Bedrooms
9% Month Lease

DON'T MISS THE STUDENT CONSUMER
UNION'S INSURANCE WORKSHOPS ON
Wednesday, April 14 in the

ManvilleAve.
1'/» Baths
$335 per month

Alumni Room
7:00 p.m. Personal Insurance

DC I

*r7S- I I
MOWOOM

I

|

8:30 p.m.

1

.«■.

■7

X

Pendleton Mgt. Co.
853 Napoleon Road
352-6985 Suite 5 352-6167

A

With only one stop made in the 200 foot-long bus zone,
63-year-old Emily Harris says she feels like a sprinter
when she has to go from one bus to another.
"When senior citizens have to trot from one bus to
another, it's a job, especially wading through these
jitterbugs here,' Harris said of schoolchildren jammed
at the bus stop. She rides a bus about once a day.
"I guess it will be better when the weather gets
better," she said.
An elderly man, stooped and carrying a heavy tool box
in one hand and a portable radio in the other, squinted
through his glasses and peered at the sign on an approaching bus. "That the Byrne Road bus?" he asked a
passerby. "Can't read it from here."
Waistol Lytle said that for 50 years he drove a car
downtown instead of riding a bus. "Now, I love riding
them," said Lytle. 73, a retired businessman. "The only
problem I see with it is when you get four or five buses

New Hampshire nuns sue bishop, school board
after losing jobs for being 'uncooperative'
\

Life Insurance

...because you deserve lo know

EXETER, N.H.(AP)-A
judge yesterday ruled
against four nuns who sued
their bishop and school
board after losing their
teaching jobs in a Roman
Catholic school.
Superior Court Judge Joseph Nadeau said he had
no jurisdiction over the

Bring this coupon for
5 FREE
1 P9- resumes

American
Cancer I
Society?

(or discount for longer resumes)
When you buy:
5 1 pg. cover letters
Suite 211, Huntington Bank Bldg.

SRnRRfifflffirjfflfflnft^^

352-0530

Advanced Word Processing

and CENTER for
ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS
Proudly Present A Free Lecture By ...
University of Oregon

Speaking on: REAGAN'S ENVIRONMENTAL
POLICY: Running on One Watt?
TONIGHT
8:00 PM
111 South Hall

HAPPY HOURS FOR ALL
GRAD STUDENTS AFTER 9 PM!
• * w •
WEDNESDAY IS BURGER NIGHT!
'A LB. HAMBURGER FOR 95*
9 PM til Midnight

Hope to see you there.

,

.

.

teatunng:

•ALL2 bedroom
•furnished
*A/C available at 8th St

Wooster @ State St.

"makes no reference to vides that the
canon law and is clearly superintendent of the didrafted in civil contract ocesan school board can
form."
decide on renewal without
"Local school board a hearing;
members should be subTHE NUNS* LAWYER,
ect to the jurisdiction of
' e court in actions involv- John McEachern, said he
ing the contract because would appeal the ruling but
the bishop invoked the civil was "very pleased" with
the decision that the conlaw by using it," he said.
At the same time, he tract was subject to civil
rejected the nuns' argu- law.
The suit named Bishop
ments that they should
have a formal hearing on Odore Gendron, the superof the diocesan
the contract decision. Na- intendent
deau said the contract pro- school board, the diocesan
board and the local board
of the Sacred Heart School
11 mm 111 inn HTfl»'«'»iiiiiiiiiim
in Hampton. Nadeau dismissed the complaint
against all but the local
board "based on the constiInformation Meeting for
tutionally protected sepaAnyone Interested in
ration of church and
state."
Learning about SKYDIVING
The local board acted at
Equipment display and movies
the direction of the superintendent, whose decision
Thurs April 15 7-9 p.m.
not to renew the contract
AT 253 ROTC
was upheld by Gendron.
^
McEachern claimed the
^^!!ll!.°■■LyJ■sMAA^!lfil?■?lM■^?■.f°■.!i.■,■■?■■?■.?■.^.?..°.■'!.^cJ^2
nuns, notified in letters
Jan. 18 that they would not
be rehired, were not given
sufficient reasons for the
!!! NOW AVAILABLE!!!
decision. Nadeau ruled the
contract did not require
APPLICATIONS FOR 82-83
the board to give any reason except the superintendent's objection, which he
Membership on the
said the letters aid include.
Student Recreation Center Council
The letters charged Sisters Honora Reardon, the
Pick up at the
school's principal, Rita
Student Recreation Center
Furlong. Catherine Colliton and Justine Colliton
with "autonomy and isolaMUST Be Back by
tionism," "cliquishness"
and failure to cooperate
April 23 5:00 p.m.
with the school board and
the priests of Our Lady of
Miraculous Medal Parish,
McEachern said.

B

SKYDIVING

353-8735
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CONFUSION OVER
SEMESTER CONVERSION
Trained Peer A dvisors can
help you!

v

April 12 thru May 13
Monday - Friday
9:00 am to 4:00 pm
in the Union Browsing Room

•tenant pays elec. at FM,516.Frazee

1-2 people $175/mon.
3-4 people $225/mon.
MAURER-GREEN RENTALS
224E.WoosterSt.
352-0717-

bishop in the matter. He
said he did have jurisdiction over the school board,
but found it acted legally in
i>ot renewing the contract
ot the nuns, who'were accused of "isolationism"
and failure to cooperate
with (he board and priests.
Lawyers for the Roman
Catholic Diocese of Manchester had argued that
the nuns' teaching contract
was protected under the
Constitution's separation
of church and state. Nadeau said the contract

i

DR. JOHN BALDWIN

SUMMER LEASES
AVAILABLE
FRAZEE AVE APTS
516 E. Merry Apts
803-815 8th St.
RIDGE MANOR APTS
FIELD MANOR APTS

lined up behind one another, people can't see the signs on
the bus.
"BUT I THINK a big part of it is just getting people
used to a new system, said Lytle. who rides a Toledo
Area Regional Transit Authority bus once or twice a
week.
TARTA officials say they expect the bus stations to be
opened to passengers later this year.
Lois Nelson, executive vice president of Downtown
Toledo Associates, said limiting the bus travel will free
the streets "for a new future, where we can plan what is
to happen." Special events like carnivals, art exhibits
and auto shows can be held on streets that are closed to
traffic. Formerly, they had to be kept open for buses.
The downtown group has received a few complaints
about the loop, but merchants and businesses whose
entrances are no longer clogged by bus riders are happy
about the new system, she said.

»,

Sponsored by the Undergraduate
Student Government and the
Office of Planning and Budgeting

m4j

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon M. Bowling Groon
Phone: 352-1195

SPECIAL RATES
ON FALL LEASES. 19.2
furnished of untumisned
Hour. Mon-Frl 8-12 11-5
1 Bdrm: Unfum $250 2 borm: Unfurnished; S266
Furnished; $270
Furnished: $285
Landlord Pays UtMee Landlord Pays Gas HM
1 Bdrrn
Resident Ptya Beetle Ugh*
Furnish*!; $225
Ettoendee:
Landterd Pays Qes Meet Unfurnished; S200
Resident Pays Elec
Furnished: $225
US'**
Landord Pays AJ UtMiee
• Laundry facHties available • Qes heat
• Swimming pool • Party room
• Game room • Sauna
MIIMWtttnllranMTKfPiKkg. OlAMMmND
To TO. Oanywwb He*R Sp.
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Tardy utility payments meet with new late fees
by 8.J. Hudak
staff reporter

The city's new electric bills are
generating complaints from customers who do not like the new 10-percent
late penalty. But Bowling Green utility department officials sav the
changes are necessary to help the city
clear up delinquent accounts.
Beginning this month, the city is
billing its electric, water and sewer
customers earlier, and tacking on a
10-percent charge for late payments.
Irma Dahms, the department's accounting commissioner, said a new
computer system which the department now is using to process bills and
accounts is enabling the department
to close the gap between meter reading dates and billing dates. The gaps
reached two months and were growing, she said.
THE NEW SYSTEM can have bills
to customers within three working
days, while the old manual system
usually took 15 to 18 working days
between reading and billing, Dahms
said.
That meant customers were paying
January's bills in March. The new
system will allow the city to read
meters and bill customers in the same
month.
By closing the gap, the department
hopes to avoid losing money from
customers, usually students, who skip
town without paying their final bill.
"There were 3045 days before a
final bill was sent. And by the time the
bill was sent, these people would
disappear from the face of the earth,"
Lyle Wright, director of public utilities, said.

"THEY (students) give a forwarding address to get their security deposit back and by the time we could
get their final bill to them, maybe two
months would go by and they'd be
someplace else, Dahms said.
Dahms said the city keeps the security deposit from customers who
leave their final bills unpaid, but often
the deposit does not cover what was
owed.
"But if they haven't paid (their bill)
for back months, we lose money. And
we have had quite a few uncollectibles," she said.
Dahms said the city recently gave a
Toledo collection agency $14,000
worth of bad accounts from 1900-31
customers who have skipped town
owing money. She has little hope of
getting the money back.
THE BIGGEST PROBLEM the department faces is late payment. And
delinquency is getting worse, Dahms
said.
In January, 10 percent of all city
customers were late or did not pay.
The figure jumped to nearly 16 percent in February.
As'of yesterday, almost one-fifth of
the city's customers had not paid
their March bill, she said.
"With the economy problems we're
having, I expect we'll have even more
late payments," Dahms said.
LATE PAYMENTS create cash
flow problems for the city, Dahms
said, because the city has to pay
Toledo Edison promptly or pay it a
five-percent late charge.
While the city has never been faced
with paying a late fee, as bills continue to get larger and larger from

Scholarships:
by Marilyn Roilntkl
staff reporter

Too rich to qualify for
outright grants but not rich
enough to come up with
out-of-pocket cash, April
Siegel hoped to find scholarships to help send her to
the small, semi-private
college of her dreams.
So when Siegel got an
unsolicited mailing from
Scholarship Search, Inc..
of New York, it seemed
dthe right answer - a
, easy way to find
scholarships for which she
might qualify.
Siegel, of Xenia, said she
invested $78 and got a computer printout that wasn't
of much help. Some of the
listings were national funding sources that she could
have learned of through
her school counselor, she
said. And unique scholarships - the company's
claim to fame - were not
for students in her designated major.
THE COMPUTER misread her form, on which
she said she was interested
in studying deaf education,
and focused instead on her
high school training in
Spanish, she said.
Seigel is one of many
middle-class students who
turn to scholarship companies for help and are disappointed.
Scholarship Search's advertisements, mailed to
high school and university
students, promise to match
individual characteristics
with a computer listing of
potential scholarships. A

$1 fee brings an application
and information packet.
THE PACKETS tell the
families the firm has the
largest computer data
bank of privately-funded
sources available. The
company's guarantee
states, "Applicants will receive up to 25 sources of
aid. Most students get 10 to
20 listings from 'privately
funded sources' of money.
For additional information, a few government
programs are included
which may be applicable.''
"The computer does it
for you quickly and thoroughly," a letter in the
packet says.
Mary Anne Maxim, executive director of Scholarship Search, said their
computer can match student interests with a master list of 250,000 available
sources of financial aid.
The company found $500
million worth of aid for the
20,000 applicants who
sought help last year, she
said.
MAXIM SAID all information on the student form
is assigned equal value in
the computer program.
However, Dr. Ronald L.
Lancaster, an associate
professor of computer science at the University,
said to get as perfect a
match as possible, the
company should assign different values to various
fieces of information.
irst choice of career
should get first priority in
the matching process, before the second and third,
he said.

Board of Black
Cultural Activities

soaring rates, a five-percent late fee
on the city's monthly $900,000 bill
could cost the city as much as $45,000
a month.
The 10-percent late fee will not solve
all the department's problems, but it
might pressure some people to pay on
time, Dahms said.
"I think (the penalty) already did

(help). People don't like to pay service charges. It's the same as throwing
money away. It will help with getting
deposits and final bills out sooner. But
(the penalty) won't help with anyone
who wants to run out on bills without
paying," she said.
Wright said he hopes the late
charge, which was approved in November 1960, will encourage custom-

ers to pav on time.
"We have to do what we can do to
"WE HOPE it's not a money promote people to pay their bills. We
maker. I'd just as soon have people have people who pay on time all the
pay on time than to levy any penalty. time. These are not the people we're
But with consumer groups trying to after. We want the no-pay, slow-pay
suppress businesses from collecting customers," he said.
bills - you cant turn electricity off
And come April 15, when the departbetween the months of November and ment can cut off utilities to non-payApril - it was counter-productive (col- ing customers, Wright promises there
lecting)," he said.
will be some cut-offs.

Budget problems hurt Latin Student Union
by Linda Peres
senior staff reporter

The Latin Student Union, operating
on $11,000 until July 1, the start of the
new fiscal year, will be asking for a
$7,000 increase at Saturday's budget
hearing before the Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations, LSI)
president Nancy Nava said.
In the past, Nava said, LSU has
been awarded small but helpful budget increases by ACGFA. Last spring,
while operating on a $10,000 budget,
the organization was awarded $1,000
of the $6,000 budget increase they
originally requested. The $1,000 increase was used to pay for equipment,
transportation costs, and overall general expenses, Nava said.
But, she said she is not too hopeful
whether her organization will receive
any budget increase Saturday. Their
request seems doomed from the start,
Nava said, because LSU and other
student organizations received letters
from ACGFA indicating that their
overall allocations would be cut.

"IT'S A QUESTION of which orga- so far you can go," she said, referring
nizations will be cut. I just nope we re to the stretched state of LSU's current
not one of them," Nava said.
budget. "Why can't we get Cesar ChaUntil this quarter, LSU has re- vez, a figure of national pull to speak.
mained fairly inactive, Nava said, If we were allocated the right funds,
admitting that the organization we could bring him to campus, along
waited to spend most of this year's with the best performing groups from
budget for Latino Awareness Week, Mexico or South America."
which starts April 26. The week offiHispanics are the largest minority
cially was designated by Interim in the United States, Nava said, citing
President Dr. Michael Ferrari and recent studies; therefore it is realistic
Mayor Alvin Perkins to recognize to have "visions" of an increased
Latino achievements and culture by awareness of Latino culture on camthe University and city communities. Cus, she said. It also is not unrealistic
Highlights of this major event will
»strive for increasing the number of
include Chicago-based performer Latino students and faculty at the
Chuey Negrete and a Toledo-based University, Nava said, citing LSU's
Mexican ballet troupe, as well as area annual November program to recruit
speakers on bilingual education, the Latino high school students for regiseconomic and social status of migrant tration at the University. There are 80
farm workers, and general Latino Latino students enrolled at the Uniconcerns.
versity.
As Nava describes it, her organiza"But the budget cuts are unavoidtion has contacted some of the most able," Nava said. "They're going to
prominent groups in the state.
have a direct impact on not only the
people who attend here, but those who
"BUT WHEN you're working with want to come. This is absolutely the
such limited resources, there's only worst time for the cutting of student

Students accuse New York firm
of mismanaging information

This deficiency in the
program sometimes creates the problems that Siegel experienced, he said.
WHEN SEIGEL COMPLAINED, the response
was a computer form letter saying to apply again,
Seigel said. If Scholarship
Search had made a mistake, certainly it would
reprocess the application,
the letter said. It instructed Seigel to fill out a
new form and send it with
a new check, adding that
the firm would be willing to
give rush service.
But Seigel eventually
dropped the matter.
Seigel now is a freshman
at the University. She said
a state school was the only
kind she could afford.
THE FRUSTRATION
felt by Siegel has led to
complaints to the New
York City Better Business
Bureau and New York City
Consumer Fraud Department.
Jan Gay nor, a
spokesperson for the BBB,
said the bureau has been
able to help customers
claim a refund in cases
where there was not an
agreement on the interpretation of the guarantee,
which states, "... a full
cash refund if Scholarship
Search cannot find you any
sources-of-funds for which

Although Gaynor would
not say how many complaints the BBB has acted
on, she said the only reason
Scholarship Search has
been able to maintain its
acceptable BBB rating is
because it promptly replies to complaints.
THE CONSUMER
FRAUD DEPARTMENT,
which has the authority to
take legal action, has tiled
suit against Scholarship
Search Dased on 44 official
complaints registered with
it and the BBB.
"But these 44 complaints
represent just the tip of the
iceberg," Kristin Helmers,
a department prosecuting
attorney, said.
The action, brought in
New York Supreme Court,
was against the firm's
founder, S. Robert Freede,
and the various corporate
names used on the company's literature, including
Scholarship Search Inc.,

Student Assistance Council
of America, Inc., and
American Marketing
Counsel, Inc.
THE CFD asks for civil
penalties, consumer restitution and recovery of the
cost of the investigation.
An upgrading of the comC'er program could help
company do the job
Freede said he envisioned
when he founded the company more than 10 years
ago.
Lancaster said the comK ivy's computer now is
ing asked to do more
than is mechanically possible.
To serve 20,000 applicants annually - who provide several answers in 33
categories and then match
those answers to the 250,000 scholarships - would
require twice as much permanent storage capacity

organizations."
Nava referred to the widespread
fear recently voiced by Executive
Vice Provost Dr. Richard Eakin concerning the threat of a decline in the
overall quality of college education.
BUT WHILE minorities will be the
obvious victims of the financial malady affecting not only the University
but campuses nationwide, the adverse effects of budget-cutting also
will be felt, if less directly, by middleclass white students, she said.
Nava said University students are
not being prepared to function in a
Latino environment, and bilingual
education is being ignored by University educators. She said she also feels
undue pressure is placed upon Latino
students to register for Chicano study
classes, which are facing possible
termination if enrollments are considered too low. The responsibility
should rest upon non-Latino students
to attend these classes and therefore
learn about other peoples, she said.

ORGANIZING
MEETING
PRE-LAW SOCIETY

in the main unit as is currently available, he said.

Wednesday, April 14
7:30 p.m.
126 West Hall

LANCASTER SAID the
software presents a second
problem. "If the system
was given perfect data, it
could work," Lancaster
said. "It is technically possible." But the program
must rely on factual data
and complete up-to-date
information, he said.
Scholarship Search still
uses the same .software
program used when the
company began', Maxim
said. While no change in
the basic "best match"
style program has been
made, insertions and deletions are being made
monthly, she said.

rV

SPECIAL SUMMER
RATES

^1

Ifumtshed 2 bedroom*'

• HAVEN HOUSE

• PIEDMONT

onryJSOOOOlorm.
entire summer

orr* $400 00 for the
entire summer

Houses. Efficiencies. & Rooms

CALL 352 93/8
Rental Office Located At The
New Crvarryvvood Heath S,»

II

Cabaret is
Coming

2-4-1

JUNE 3, 4, 5
Side Door,
Union

Schaefer Beer
and Budwieser Light

All Week-All Night

DALLAS V

Friday Happy Hours Hot Dogs 50'

TOLEDO, OHIO
(Corner ol Reynolds and Heotherdowns)

Presents

NOMINATION FORM

McGuffy Lane

will be holding a

Thursday April 15

meeting at 7:00 pm
in the Amani

2 Shows: 7 & 10 p.m.

FOR THE DR. HOLLIS A MOORE
UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD

The Dr. Hollii A Moore university Service Award ii to be preienied on May 17 10 an outstanding individual
in each ol the following categories: undergraduate/graduate student, 'acuity, and a contract/classified Mat! member
by tilling in the (ollowin, information and sending it via campuv mail to «05 Student Services before Thursday.
April 22.

$3.00 at the door. Doors open at 2:30 p.m.

Criteria for the Award:

I The nominee must jointly interact with uudem,. faculty, and staff memberi in providing services thai promote

WE WANT YOU
TODAY
Applications are now being taken
for Summer Employment with BGSU
Food Operations.

Applicants must obtain clearance
through the Office of Financial Aid
and Student Employment.

If interested contact:
McDonald Dining Hall 372-2771

campui unity and growth. (This would mandate service on University groups, committees, boardt.etc )
2. TTve nominee must have given service to the University which would clearly be considered extraordinary in nature.
3. A student nominee must be of senior status with a minimum grade point average of 2.5; faculty and stiff members
must have been employed with the University for a minimum of 3 years.

FROM 9AM - 5PM to

VOTE FOR THE 2

Undergraduate Student Government

N^nm'! NilM:

UAO 1982-1983 DIRECTORS
AT LARGE of your choice
Candidates
Rachelle Ashley
Pamela Grumpf
Don McMichael
Julie Vinoverski

3 Booths
Moseley
Business Administration
.
Umon Lobby

VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE

PSvrfflf Nuwvlvv

. A signed letter of reccommendahon eiplaining the nominee's qualifications Tor the
Award should be included with this form. The criteria listed above should be a firm beats for
ihe nomination.
Student
Yo»rNas»e:

Faculty

Staff

••»« »G NMi/AfrU 14. 1M2

SPORTS

How soon they forget
There is nothing like it - the sights,
sounds, and pageantry of major
league baseball's annual ritual known
as opening day.
You feel the optimism in the air.
You watch the pre-game parade of
bands and noted local personalities
who have assembled to add to the
excitement. You hear the familiar
sounds of wood meeting cowhide
during batting practice. And you
smell and eventually taste those
ballpark hotdogs. It is heaven for a
sports lover, such as I, to be a part of
this atmosphere.
But, while I was sitting, half-frozen,
in my seat along with the 62,000 other
baseball fanatics who came to see the
season opener between the Indians
and the Texas Rangers at Cleveland
Stadium last Saturday, I heard a very
unfamiliar and unsettling sound.
Despite the optimism of a new season,
the boo birds were out in numerous
flocks.
The mere fact that they were out
didn't bother me as much as the
target of there vocal jestures. When
veteran field announcer Ned Welc
read "battingfourth, designated
hitter Andre Thronton" during the
traditional announcing of the opening
day line-ups, I was appalled to hear
that a good number of fans were
booing the gentle giant.

■ I* ■• i-

.

An unidentified Bowling Green baseballplayor slides safely back to bat* during the first of
yesterday's games against Ohio State. BG lost the first, 4—1, and the second was called due to
darkness.

BG Mews photo/
Tim Appel

Bowling Green's baseball team returned from its annual Florida trip
this season with a fine .295 team
batting average, but the Falcon bats
were silent for the most part in BG's
1982 home debut, yesterday, at Steller
Field
Ohio State's Bill Cunningham combined with teammate Jeff Aurentz to
hurl eight innings of no-hit ball at the
Falcons in the first game of a doubleheader for a 4-1 Buckeye victory. The
second contest was called because of
darkness after eight more innings,
with the score tied, 3-3.
In the opening contest, the Falcons
scratched out their only run in the
first inning. Cunningham, a freshman
making the first start of his collegiate
career, started shakily for the Bucks
but soon settled down to make his own
debut a memorable one.
After walking the first two BG batters - Matt Best and Scott Waak - on
eight straight pitches, Ohio State
coach Dick Finn made a hasty trip to

the mound to settle his young pitcher
down.
"I JUST WASN'T getting the ball
down in that first inning," Cunningham said. "Coach Finn came out and
just told me to settle down. I didn't
feel nervous or anything but maybe I
was. After that though, I just settled
down."
Immediately after Finn returned to
the OSU dugout, the Falcons used a
throwing error by OSU shortstop Tim
Woleslagel to score their only run.
BG's Bob Zielinski hit a ball back to
Cunningham, who wheeled and fired
to Woleslagel for the forceout of Waak
at second. But Woleslagel's subse3uent throw to first for the attempted
ouble play was wild and got by
Buckeye first baseman Greg Rake,
thus allowing Waak to score.
That was it for the Falcons in game
one, however, as Cunningham cruised
through the rest of the contest
unscathed.
IRONICALLY ENOUGH, though,

CLASSIFIEDS
CkmAed <o'« are 10' per W SI 20 MINIMUM SOU) TYFf 50" am per 00
Accon-iNO'eiy 35 to 30 ipocei per i>re
CAMPUS CITY EVENTS -.'."al lor non-prol.' public lerviceoc' .
ONCE 'O' Iree and oi reguto' io»es thereofl*!
Dendl-ne lor ol; I.V.HQI -i 3 doyi DHoie pubkotion o' 4 00 p «• Friday o» 4 p m <\ ihe
deodi>«e lor "* TY«MOV BdrlrO"
Cloisrlied fore*, ore o-oiiotwe o' 'he BO Newi oltrte. 106 university W

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

PRIVATE COUNSELING
JIM LUKE. MSW

352-8777
Good Morning April 14
Lecture—Japanese American Concentration Camp Experience in
1942-46 and current efforts for redress Thursday. April 1 b Prout Hal
Lounge. 7 30 p m Open lo M

LOST AND FOUND
Lost Black a gray female oerman
sheperd lost m the Arcadia area
REWARD' 694 6858
LOST CAT dart brown male If seen
cat 352 6878 or 35? 4140
LOST Gold Hamrrlon watch in area
from West hen 10 Hays REWARD" n
round, please cal JuHe 372-3620
LOST—Gold hign school class ring
Emerald alone name inside USA K
MILLER "HtWAHDII" 352-0481

SERVICES OFFERED

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
•:00 A.M. - 10:00 P.M.
1 -800-438-3550

TAX PREPARATION
REASONABLE RATES $8 00 a UP
354 3602 FOR APPOINTMENT

PERSONAL
ALPHA DELTA PI WISHES TO CON
GRATULATE BECKY. VICKI. DEBBIE
t CATHY ON BEING CHOSEN AS
RHO CHI S FOR FALL RUSH
GREAT JOB' L 8 L THE SISTERS
ANSWER TD PKVIOUS PUZZLE
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Cunningham did not get credit for the
Buckeye victory, despite throwing
seven innings of no-hit ball while
striking out six.
"Whether it bothers me or not
doesn't matter. I can't do anything
about it," said Cunningham, who is
probably the only 0-0 pitcher in the
nation with a no-hitter to his credit.
After Cunningham exited, his teammates quickly scored three runs to
make Aurentz the pitcher of record.
A single by Greg Mohler and walks
to Scott Donahue and Robbie Cobb
loaded the bases with one out. OSU
cleanup batter Jeff King then hit a
groundball to shortstop, but Waak
stumbled as he was fielding it and
threw wildly to first after regaining
his balance.
Waak's errant throw enabled both
Mohler and Donahue to score, and a
sacrifice fly by John Orkis later
scored Cobb from third.
THE FALCONS LED for most of
the game, but Kirk Dixon had tied it
for the Buckeyes with a home run off
BG's Scott Stella to lead off the sixth

YOURSELF' LEARN IV
ERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW
ABOUT INSURANCE AT THE STUDENT CONSUMER UNION INSUR
ANCE WORKSHOPS ON
WEDNESDAY. APRIL 14 IN ALUMNI
ROOM
PERSONAL INSURANCE
WILL BE DISCUSSED AT 7 PM 1
UFE INSURANCE WILL BE rjtSCUSSEO AT 8 30 PM
KAY.
WILL WHIP IT MAKE IT TO
BROADWAY? OFFICER KRUMPKY
NEEDED: t M. RMTE. immediately
Rent negotiable Cal Kent or-Jim

353-7011

BIO SHORT SALE
Rec Center-Pro Shop XL » Let cost.
others
through 4 16 62

PHI DELTA THETA
WE REMEMBER
4-5-a.l

CUSTOMIZED T-SHIRTS
AMD JERSEYS FOR YOUR
GROUP OR ORGANIZATION.
LOW COST, FAST DELIVERY.
CALL TIM OR JIM 351-7011.

RUSH Rush PI KAPPA PHI Thursday night at 7 30 pm a) me PI. Mu
House Come see the fraternity ol the
future

DANA MAYHEW-How could I have
done it with out you'' Thar* you so
much for your cere a support
throughout the pepeant Love Mary
RUSH SKI EP
RUSH SIG EP
TONKJHTI AT 7:10
Dave-Thanks lor faring my past year A
5 months with many wonderful memories Also, thanks tor making my
21 si birthdays Easier special Happy
AiWersaryi I Love You' Love.
Luanne
Deer Chi Omega's. Thank you lor
your support throughout the Miss
BGSU SchoarsNp Pageant Cla O
love 8 mine. Mary
FALCON HOUSE-WFAL
"Sound
Advice" shoe trade-in coupon good
BYU4/17
FEEL GOOD ABOUT YOURSELF'
GIVE YOUR SATURDAY TO SUN
SHfNE CHILDREN'S HOME APRIL
17TH IS COMING SOON'
FRIENDS el TAU KAPPA EPSfLOtt
Make sure you have your InyRetter
lo their Second Annual Hawaiian
Lol Party en April 17. 8:80 p.m.
FRUIT FILLED ECLAIRS
FREE DELIVERY ANYTIME
184-1001
HAPPY 19TH BIRTHOAY BETHI ALL
OF YOUR FRIENDS FROM 4TH
HIGHS OF CHAPMAN HOPE THIS IS
A WONDERFUL DAY FOR YOU
Have a special occaeton? Let our
make-up arena at THE ARRANGEMENT demonekaw special make-up
techniques lor tie rjnerent laces of
your He Ph 3524101 or 3524143
Hey Monica, congraajallons on your
engagement to John We re so happy
lor you Gins 8 M»ur*e»v
I'M ALIVE I'M AUVE
TM ALIVE rM ALIVE
MaXEOROFF
IMPROVE 1TUOY HAHT8
WITH HYPNOSV*.
MJ-8777

SAE "THE ULTIMATE"
25 KEGS AMD FWtaEE FOOTBALL
APWR. 17. COLLEGE PARK. 2 P.M.
Send your Big Su'Big Brother a
Baloon Bouquet The Baaoonmen
352-8081

SPUD MILLER
IT'S TWO DAYS LATE
RUT I HOPE IT WAS
OREATIIt
HAPPY BIHTHDA.Y
love. Baby San

•M SHORT SALE
Rec Center Pro Shop XL 8 L at coat.
othere .
through 4/16/82
Start your tan before April 20th Only
SIO lor SM visits rat Hen UnarrMed's
Tanrvng Center 143 W Woosler
I mini marathon, April 17.
Come and run for those who can't.
Sign up ki the Union foyer. 8-5.
The men of PI KAPPA PHI went to
thank the generous B G. Community
for their support In helping us raree
400 dolar* for Play Una for the
Severely Handicapped Also a special
thank* for our P U S H director Larry
Sejpja
Tired ol toeing your aecerity deeoeH* over asstnod eerpote? For More
»rifOf FnMton on pnenoj 4WO lyps of
T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
T11T8

I prieaa rat dels.
Calf The or Jam 188-7011

1 OH 2 M if RMTES NEEDED FOR
62-83 SCHOOL YEAR FOR 8TH ST
APT CALL DAVE 372-3649
MATURE F RMTE WANTED FOR
SUM
AND NEXT YEAR
NICE
PLACE. PART FURN REASONA
BLE CALL PAT 354-1361
NEEDED: I M. RMTE: immediately
Rent negotiable Cal Kent or Jim
353-7011
F
rmte
needed immediately
$80 mo plus utikties Swimming pool
»AC included Cal 362-7153

by Kermit Rotve
staff reporter

How soon they forget that he
became the first Indian to hit for the
cycle since 1970 when he did it against
four different pitchers in Boston's
Fenway Park on April 22,1978. For
his efforts on the field during the 1978
season, Thornton was named Indians
Man of the Year by a local chapter of
baseball writers. For his efforts off
the field, he was given the Danny
Thompson Memorial Award by the
Baseball Chapel for "exemplary
Christian spirit in baseball.'
HOW SOON they forget that he
came back in 1979 to hit 26 homers,
four of which were grandslams.
They forget that he didn't play at all
in 1960 because of a disabling injury
and that he was forced to begin the
1981 season with a broken finger on
his right hand. He also suffered an
injury to his right thumb that

SUDDENLY my enjoyment of
opening day decreased. I couldn't
help but think "How soon they
rorget!"

2 F. nirte*. weeded eummer. Brand
near turn apt. AIC. 3 folks, from
campus. Cell Immediately. 352
•711.
F rmte needed tor Spr Otr Close to
campus Cal Deb 352-3971
Need immediately Mature woman to
rent room in unique attic apt
S100 mo pkauH Cal 352-2973
2 M rmles lor 82-83 sch yr Nonsmkers . Seniors or Grad pre! Nice
house on Elm 4 bdrm . fireplace.
1550 Semester a uM Cal 3526246
1 F rmte 82-83 sch year University Courts. C^im bdrm For more mlo
cal JuHe 362-1174
HELP WANTED

ACROSS

16
17
18
20
22
23
24
25
27
29
32
37

WANTED

Warned lor summer. 2 rmtea lo
share bdrm In ■ turn 2 bdrm. apt.
$160 ee tor al Summer 1 share uM
353-9121

Marquis de
Reply lnrt».
Word alter turn
Die number
Louisville's
river
Drying frame
Lead or bit
Feels loyous
Stage whisper
Turnip, In
Britain
Hardy heroine
Take down a
Energy measure
Remnant
Fetes
City In the San
Joaquln valley
precedent

39 Sediment
41
42
43
45
46

Dictum
TV's Estrada
Lanal word
"Auntie
"
Charlie Browns
pal
48 Field: Prefix

72
73
74
75
76
77

1
2
3
4

two conversion kicks for the final
score.
The weather continued it negative
effects on the field and on the scoring
in the second game. It took a try late
in the match by Brad Mossman to
give BG the close win.
Bowling Green is now 6-0 and will
travel to Athens tis weekend to com
pete in the Mid-American Conference
rugby tournament. After winning the
title every year from 1968 to 1975, the
Falcons have since found the title to
Churning over the goal line in short be an elusive goal.
BG finished second last year in the
yardage scores were forwards Brad
Rossi, Roger Mazzarella, and Marty tournament, losing to Miami,6-4, in
the championship match.
Moran.
With the Falcons held a 12-0 lead
Entries for men's singles and co-ed
after the first half and proceeded to
add to that total in the second stanza. tennis are now available from fraterGreg Westervelt, Brent Funk, and nity and resident hall athletic chairKevin Vouk each tallied one try a men.
The entries are due April 20 and
Cce. Bruce Heinemann, subbing for
injured Mike Harrington, added play will begin April 26.

OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year
round Europe. S Arner . Australia
Asia
Al Fields
$500$ 1200
monthly
Sightseeing Free mlo
Write UC Bo« 52-OH3 Corona Del
Mar. CA 92625

FOR SUMMER 831 7th St 2 bdm.
turn apts S360 lor entire summer
Oaf John Newiove Real Estate 352-

FOR SALE
Kenwood KR-80 stereo receiver with
Electronic preset tuning LED readout DC power Samltne design. Lau>
new. $250 Cal 352-5628
Electric guitar-used once.
Paid $140 asking JtlO.
Chris 172-0250.

2 Yamaha S4H5-H 2way spkers
Each having one 15 inch, woofer 8 1
men throat radial horn Good conrStton $600. parr Cal Lorrgbranch Sa
toon 352-3703 after Ipm

FOR RENT

49 Huzzahs, In
Seville
50 Messenger, In a
way
52 Mum
54 Coquettish
56 MII. vessel
57
SO
84
66
68
71

Slugging through the mud and snow
that has hampered every other University athletic team this spring, the
Bowling Green rugby team picked up
two more victories last weekend,
shutting out Kent State 26M) and 4-0.
Difficult ball handling was caused
by the wet, muddy conditions and
made scoring rare in the matches.
The Falcon ruggers found the answer by switching to a power forward's game.

Across from Rodgers. detune acco
modahona tor 4 F students lor 82
83 sch yr Few left for Summer
352-2858.

Needed—Artels, poets. 8 musicians
tor Arts Festival May 7 Interested
cal Debra at 352-2973 or Lofl 3725385 Leave name and number

Pt.orqt.
Small portions
Energy source
Inscribe
Filled with Joy
River Into the
Seine
Beach, Fla.
Buddlst
monastery
Bag
Dormancy
Fastener
Collections ol
sayings
DOWN
Fastener
Words from
Gertrude Stein
Causing |oy
Showed Interest In

6553 or 352-6489
1982 83 school year
two bedroom apartments
NEWLOVE APTS 352-5163
Needed F student to f* house Spring
Otr Own room Near Campus Ph
362-7366
Summer Quarter: Coml quiet 1
bdrm lum apt. aval $360'summer
inciuii Grad stud .'Fee prat 3520836
: 521 E Merry
near OHenhauer Towers 2 bdrm
lum apts $400 entire summer
SUMMER:/I 6-7 19 Third SI
1 bdrm turn apts $350 entire summer
FALL:831 Seventh St
2 bdrm turn apts Set up for 4
persons Owner turn, al uH. except
electricity
FALL: 719 Third St
Efficiency, tumrehod
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

UMIH
Lampkght Court Apartments 998 S
Mam Ph 352 7245 Fum studio,
lum I bdrm and unfum. t bdrm
Grad students 8 University person

Wei kept 7 room house with 2 lul
baths Fum 8 located dose lo campus Aval Summer or Fal Lease 8
depceit required NO pet* 3521279

SUMMER RENTALS
Houses, apts . stngfe rooms
PHONE 352-7365
APARTMENTS
3-4 students
HOUSES
7-8 students.
SINGLE ROOMS near campus 9 mo
teases Ph 352 7365
LOW SUMMER RATES
'Houses
'2 bdrm apts
'1 bdrm apts
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
15H1I1

1982 Los Angeles Tvnes Synrkcal*

13 Shows human
frailty
19 Gl tinned
dettcacy"
21 Poet's dusk
26 Sub
28 School of whales
30 Caulking material
31 Moves through
mire
33 Famous friend
34 Joyous state
35 Hoarlroet

36
37
38
40
44
47
51
53
55
58

French souls
Merchandise
Sanduaky's lake
Certain novels
Has the flu
Military acronym
Night: Abbr.
Quebec season
Tender age
Mostest
hostess
59 Tamarack and
tamarind

60 Some Sens.
61 Indigo
62 Hillside of
Scotland
63 Corresponding
65 Space
67 "
dry eye
In the house"
69
squeak
70 Angling term

Summer renting close to campus 2
bdrm lurmshed $400 tor entire
aummer Cal 686-4232 betora 4 00
and 352-8628 after 5 00 and on
Aprs tree- sublease I bdrm apt
$220 mo al UN included
Cal 686 7958 or 352-4377
•24 SIXTH ST. APT*. 2 bdrm. fittff
lum.apla. Now leoemg tor Fall 8
Summer. 8460 for entire summer
Quarter. Fall 8420 a month, Inctude* heel 8 wrafcw. Caal 862-4H8.
STUDENT APARTMENTS
3 Mis off campus FALL 8 SUMMER
TOM 362-4671 AND 352-1800

ROCK LEDGE MANOR Large, turn
2 bdrm. luxury apt* 2 ful bathe,
dehwaeher. AC. cable vision, extra
close! 8 storage space, laundry tacet*es. and storage cages Al util lum
except alec Now kjaerng lor summer
8 lei 850 Sixth SI al S Coeego
BOGGS REAL ESTATE
303 1/2 S MAM ST
352-9457. 352-3841
OFFrCE HOURS 11 3

APARTMENTS—2 BDRM
FURN 8 UNFURN NEAR CAMPUS
TOM 352-4871 AND 362-1800
1-3 F FOR FURN HOUSE ON N
PROSPECT 82-83. UUNORY IN
BASEMENT. PKQ.. AC. GOOD
LANDLORD LOW RENT 353-8661
or 352-4041
FOR RENT 1 BDRM APT UNFURN
YOU PAY UTIL StBO'MO Deposit
roqurred CALL JOHN AT 352-2764

1 8 2 bdrm apts.
9 8 12 Mo lease* Rale* from S238
to $400 June 8 Sac) vacancte*.

2 bdrm turn acts A'C mcl
Summer rah) $375 Also available
lor til 352-2683
2 bdrm turn apt lor Isl qtr
Femam 352-6040 after 8 p m

352-6985
Large attractive bdrm In lnuonc
house he* a bay window, private
entrance 8 nvjcrowav* S13S/mo.
CM 352-8860 Also 2 bdrm apt
avaaabla m lame house

2 bdrm . 2 bath turn apt. for 2 or 3.
aval now SaoO'mo 352-2400 be
tore noon or alter 4pm

THURSTON APTS
AIR COND.
FULLY CARPETED. CABLE VWON.
EFFICIENCY
LAUNORY FACILITIES NOW LEAStvG FOR SUMMER
I FALL 451 THURSTON AVE 3525435;

1 bdrm apt. Ctoae to campus. Summer 1-267-3341
1M2- 1183
' Houses
'2 bdrm. apt*.
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
952-8181

MO SHORT SALE
Rec Center-Pro Shop XLSLatco*!.
others
Through 4,16 82

1

THE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
5 Ruckus
6 Hilton's
paradise
7 Contempt IMe
8 Fire Iron
9 Saint, In Lisbon
lOCotor
11 Dfei
12 Neckwear In a
western state

M

SPORTS BRIEFS.

FASHION CONSULTANT needed to
give skin type analysis test and teach
cosmetic application We tram For
■mormation ph (4191334 6363

FOR SALE 2 brown rvghbeck van
chairs EC S225 CRANK-UP SUNROOF S45 Cal John 352 2764

Direct Sales Rep Commission, beneMa. 15-20K 1st yr earnings Labels, tags, pricing equip 8 other
rawed supples National Corp Cal
352-7529 or send resume to Cantury Label 6 Tag Co P O Bos 1093
Bowing Green. OH 43402 Ann
Michael Boo* Roaxatton req

1
5
9
14
15

inning.
The second game was marked by
controversy and botched winning
chances bv both teams.
The Falcons had the first, and perhaps the finest, opportunity to win the
game in the last of the seventh inning,
with the bases loaded and only one
out - and with a new OSU pitcher, Bob
DeVine, on the mound - Chris Schuping was called out at home when he
became a victim of "a lack of communication," according to BG coach Don
Purvis.
"We just had a breakdown there.
We had the play (suicide squeeze) on
and then we took it off. It was as much
my fault as anybody's," Purvis said.
The next inning, the Bucks had a
chance to win when they loaded the
bags with one out, but Dale Gregory
pitched his way out of the jam. Gregory threw five strong innings and
was one of five Falcon pitchers on the
day.
BG returns to action in a 1 p.m.
doubleheader today, against Saginaw
Valley at Steller Field.

WHlng lo work 8 14 hrs per week''
Expending my Cleveland baaed business lo the BG area A tooiung lor 5
people to frt key positions within the
organization A general information
meeting is scheduled at 2 p m Sun
Apr! 16 ft interested cal 352-2035
tor location

Now, when Thornton is finally
healthy again after two years of
torment and has shown signs of a
comeback by leading the Indians in
RBI's during spring training this
year, some Cleveland fans are still
booing. These fans even had the gall
to senselessly chant "We want Joe
(Charboneau)" while Thornton was
at bat.
THE BOOING was a classless act
performed by classless people. It is
people like these (some of which come
to one or two games a year, usually
lust the home opener) that deserve
the teams that Cleveland has fielded
in the last decade. Classless people
deserve classless teams.
Now that the Indians are finally
acquiring the ingredients that it takes
to produce a legitimate contender
(good pitching, blazing team speed,
and timely hitting), it is these people
who are trying to spoil things for the
rest of the Cleveland fans who do
deserve a pennant winner.
But despite the boos, Thornton still
continues to show class. Yesterday,
he answered the boo-birds to the tune
of two home runs and a double in his
first three at-bats in a 9-8,10-iiuiing
loss to the Milwaukee Brewers in
Cleveland. I wonder how soon it will
take for these fans to forget this?
Hopefully Thornton's ''Thunder"
will drown out the boos once and for

SIDELINE

Falcon diamond nine get no-hit by OSU Buckeyes
by Joe Menzer
sports editor

hampered him in the second half of
1981.

How soon they forget Thornton's
first season with the Tribe back in
1977 when he hit 28 home runs, drove
in 70 RBI's. and led the American
League with a percentage of one HR
every 15.46 at-bats.
How soon they forget the best
season of Thornton's career In 1978
when he cracked 33 round-trippers
and batted in 105 runs.
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